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Wine Lovers Collection is the fulfillment of a vision.

Born through a partnership by Sébastien Gavillet of Wine Aromas, Inc., Sébastien Lézier of Ligne|W, Robert 
Hall of Bottega Del Vino, and Scott Farmer of Private Preserve, Wine Lovers Collection is a platform through 
which like-minded individuals – who are similarly driven by their love for great wines, their passion for the 
craft of wine making and their highly prized, wine-related skills – can share their considerable expertise 
with as wide an audience as possible.

Wine Lovers Collection gathers in a single place independent companies that offer a varied range of exclusive 
products and accessories used by the most discerning connoisseurs and wine professionals in the world. We 
also offer highly specialized services such as wine consulting and wine-related seminars.

But we are so much more than just a collection of specialty wine-related products and services. We are 
more a collection of artisans dedicated to the art of making and enjoying wines. We are winemakers, 
sommeliers, wine educators, wine consultants, and glass makers. We know wine. WE ARE WINE.

More than products and services, we offer a focal point for those who wish to learn about wine making, 
those who want to improve their wine tasting and pairing skills, those who simply enjoy wines, and even 
those who just want to be in the company of people who are all these things. 

Cheers!

 Sébastien Gavillet  Sébastien Lézier  Robert Hall Scott Farmer
Wine Aromas - Le Nez du Vin                Ligne W                 Bottega del Vino Crystal                     Private Preserve | 3 
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LIGNE | W was founded in 2008 in France by wine expert, Sébastien Lézier, so he can be part of the special 
moments spent around the table by families, friends, and loved ones. To this end, our company makes wine 
accessories that are so wonderfully functional yet so aesthetically pleasing that they are touched, admired, 
and discussed - just like good wines!

It is not just about efficiency, although in this regard we believe our accessories to be among the best in the 
world. It is not also just about design, although in this our products definitely shine. 

It is about pleasure… the pleasure of spending time with good people... the pleasure of sharing good food, 
laughter, and even long, thoughtful silences with people you care about… the pleasure of making precious 
memories with the people you care about.

It is about the pleasurable moments that great wine and amazing company provide. If our creations help, 
even in a little way, to make such great moments come about then we can rest easy; we would have 
achieved what we wanted.

The adventure started like this: 

This is the first drawing of what will later become the W de LIGNE | W.

The only direction given to the designer was to create a sensual object that people would enjoy to touch, 
look, and use.
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This is L’essentiel. The name speaks for itself, and gets straight to the point: inexpensive, efficient, 
sharply designed. Still, there is more to it than meets the eye, but to discover what it is, you will 
have to touch it.

Technical information:
• Double step system in stainless steel
• Painted metal body
• TPR soft touch handle
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Models (12 pcs/pack):
LW12000 - Black Metal/Red
LW12001 - Black Metal/Black
LW12012 - Black Metal/Blue 549C
LW12017 - Black Metal/Orange
LW12018 - Black Metal/Magenta

LW12019 - Black Metal/Green 409C
LW12020 - Black Metal/Grey
LW13013 - White Metal/Magenta
LW12021 - White Metal/Red
LW12022 - White Metal/Orange

LW12023 - White Metal/Green 409C
LW12024 - White Metal/Grey
LW12025 - White Metal/Blue
LW12026 - White Metal/Black
LW12MIX - Mixed Assortment
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The W was made to be shown, not kept hidden in a drawer. Its 
delicate lacquer-finish body likes to shine in company. Thus, we 
made it a base so it can stand on its own and in its own place, 
where it can catch everybody’s eyes. It is all about seduction!

Technical information :
• Double step system to easily open even the longest corks
• Brushed stainless steel metal part 
• Handle made of PLA (biodegradable plastic made from starch), 

polished and lacquered
• Base made of Acrylic and brushed stainless steel

| 7 

Models:
LW10026CB - Black
LW10027CB - Blue
LW10028CB - Red
LW10029CB - White

LW10030CB - Orange
LW10031CB - Magenta
LW10032CB - Yellow
LW10035CB - Purple
LW10038CB - Green

LW10041CB - Claret
LW10044CB - Grey
LW10047CB - Yellow Green
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L’IROQUOIS is the little brother of the W corkscrew. Its 
name was suggested by a Canadian friend, who recognized 
an Indian’s head from its silhouette.

We thought about it and realized our friend was right. The 
name, L’Iroquois,  matches this model perfectly. Like its 
namesake:

• It is agile with its professional double step system and 
Teflon screw

• It is strong with its brushed stainless steel body
• It respects nature with its biodegradable handle made 

of PLA (Plastic made from corn starch)
• It is colorful with its brightly colored handle (12 colors 

to choose from)

For these reasons, we decided to use this famous Canadian 
Indian tribe’s name, L’Iroquois, for this line of accessories. 
With its concept, design, and price, L’IROQUOIS seduces 
even those who never even thought about buying a 
corkscrew.

 

Models: LW13000 - Mixed 
Assortment in display box of 12 units.
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It has the same characteristics as the color model but with a beech 
wood handle.

This noble material, wood, gives this L’IROQUOIS variant a 
traditional touch at a very fair price.

Wood
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Sublimation printing technique. Custom print any of your designs, 
48 pieces min. Can be 48 different designs!

Urban

Model (12 units/pack): LW15000-Wood

Model: LW18000
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The unique wine opener with a handle 
made of wood from used oak wine barrels.

After being carefully selected from prominent 
estates in Bordeaux and Burgundy, retired wine 
barrels undergo gradual transformation in the 
hands of skilled craftsmen and artisans, and thus 
gain new life. After spending years serving their 
primary function of maturing the finest wines, 
they are reshaped and transformed to serve a 
wonderful, new purpose – that of opening bottles 
of wines for your enjoyment.

Nature speaks in every Origine corkscrew. Every 
one is original and unique. Some of the handles 
are burnt, some show wine stains, some are clear, 
some are dark, some are light... Choosing your 
very own ORIGINE should be quite exciting.

Linseed Oil Finish: LW02010
Wax Finish: LW02012 (as seen)
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Origine Prestige is defined by high-end wood handles made according 
to the purest tradition of wood craftsmanship in Thiers of France. A 
gorgeous mix of the classic and the modern, its artisanal production 
makes each of the Origine Prestige corkscrew unique and very special.

Origine Prestige is meant for our most demanding, exacting customers 
and for the best tables in the world.

Models: Kingwood (LW06020), Amaranth (LW06019), Ebony (LW06022), Palo Santo (LW06021), 
Boxwood (LW06018), Olive wood (LW06017) and Oak (LW06016).

| 11 
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With ICEWAVE we were looking for elegance and presence on the table, colorful but not too much.

Thus, we created what we call the « Wave ». With this « Wave » design, the color is coming out of 
the bucket, giving it an elegant and colorful presence. The design also ensures it doesn’t take too 
much space on the table.

The  « Wave » is also clearly functional. This thoughtfully conceived design allows for an easy grip 
anywhere around the bucket, even as the configuration of the bottom ensures that the bottle is 
always presented in the correct position.
Material: Lacquered ABS
Models: LW13000-Red, LW13000-Black, LW13000-Blue
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We are a company dedicated to a single mission: creating the 
finest possible wine glass from which to savor and appreciate the 
result of years of  work in the vineyard.  Our quest for perfection 
in weight, balance and clarity will not be compromised by mass 
production.  The crystal you are looking at can only be produced 
by hand using centuries-old techniques and skills that are 
mastered only with years of experience.  Just as you understand 
that any fine wine is the result of the hard work of many people, 
you must realize that the Bottega del Vino Crystal from which 
you enjoy your favorite wines pays homage to those same, 
artisanal traditions.  

Our proprietary, lead-free crystal formulation (not to be 
confused with titanium reinforced glass; our product is crystal) 
ensures that although our stems are a miracle of lightness 
and balance, they are not fragile. They are hand-made, single-
piece stems you can enjoy every day and wash safely in the 
dishwasher.

We thank you for choosing Bottega del Vino Crystal and for 

sharing our belief that:

If the Wine Matters, So Does the Glass™ | 15 
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Red Wine Glasses

The Burgunder is the perfect 
presentation for your biggest reds: 
Bordeaux Grand Cru, Burgundy, Old 
Amarone, Nebbiola Riserva, Pinot Noir, 
Barolo, and Barbaresco. This stem is 
sure to enhance any wine lover’s ability 
to enjoy the finest red wines.

BV 8
ROSSO BURGUNDER
11” height - 35 3/8 fl oz / 1.05 l
Grand Cru Bordeaux, Burgundy
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Red Wine Glasses

While suitable for many wines, this may 
be the best Cabernet glass on the planet. 
Of course, many of our customers simply 
love the shape of this dramatic stem.

BV 14
SUPER VENETIAN
11” Height - 30 fl oz / 0.89 l
California Cabernet, Amarone, Valpolicella | 17 
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BV 7
ROSSO AMARONE
1/2” Height - 30 3/4 fl oz / 0.9 l
Medium Bodied Red Wines

Red Wine Glasses

Our most popular stem, the Rosso 
Amarone is designed for medium bodied 
red wines such as Amarone, Merlot, 
Brunello de Montalcino, and Shiraz. It’s 
graceful, gently rolled out rim helps the 
wine flow all the way across your pallet, 
bringing out all the tasting notes.
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BV 4
ROSSO GIOVANE
9” Height - 17 fl oz / 0.5 l
Young Red Wines, Reislings, Pinot Grigio

Red Wine Glasses

This stem is ideally suited for young red 
wines such as basic Chiantis, Beaujolais 
Nouveau, Lambrusco, and lighter 
Zinfandels. The BV 4 is also a delightful 
way to present white wines such as 
Reislings and light Pinot Grigio.

| 19 
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BV 5
CHARDONNAY / CABERNET
9 7/8” Height - 23 3/8 fl oz - 0.7 l

Red/White Wine Glasses

Although named a “Chardonnay” in our
line, and primarily for whites, the BV 5 
also provides a fitting presentation for 
many Bordeaux and you should feel 
comfortable using it for this purpose. 
Also, for those customers who desire 
one glass for reds and white wines, the 
BV 5 Chardonnay is recommended.
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Port & Sherry Glass

This exquisite stem is perfect for all 
fortified wines such as port, tawny port, 
and sherry, and it is also a wonderful 
presentation for your favorite tequilas!

BV 18
PORTO
6 5/8” Height - 6 1/2 fl oz / 192 ml
Port, Sherry, Tequila | 21 
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 # 1 Rated Wine Preserver Worldwide
“Le test score: 9/10... It works!” 
-  by The Revue du Vin de France

“PRIVATE PRESERVE...essence of simplicity and effectiveness. Wine I left for two weeks, taking a periodic nip ... not only 
remained intact, but... improved in mellowness”                                                                                      

- Dee Coutelle / CHICAGO SUN TIMES

“... the best one [wine preserver] I’ve tested is PRIVATE PRESERVE, [half bottle of cabernet] left it six months 
... still fine when I finally reopened it.”                                                                                                                

- Dan Berger / LA TIMES

“... several inexpensive systems...that preserve wine ... We tested all of them and found PRIVATE PRESERVE 
... simplest and most effective.”                     

 - Anthony Dias Blue / BON APPETIT

“A Wine Saver that Works ... PRIVATE PRESERVE ... one of the few of winedom’s innumerable gizmos really 
worth having”        

- Irving Shelby Smith / FINE COOKING MAGAZINE

“A Giant Sucking Sound – And That’s All” “Vacu-Vin doesn’t work. It never has...investigation took five days…
could track the deterioration in each sample. Indeed, just recorking the wine worked equally as...badly.”
               

 - Matt Kramer/ THE WINE SPECTATOR

“... PRIVATE PRESERVE is far and away the most efficient, practical, easy-to use and economical home wine 
preservation product on the market”              

 - Jerry Mead / MEAD ON WINE
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As many entrepreneurs can attest, ideas for products 
sometimes are discovered not through market research but 
through observation.

When Scott Farmer first started working in the winery in 
which he was a partner, he noticed that most restaurants 
were reluctant to include on his high-end wines in wine-by-
the-glass programs because, at the end of the night, they 
were tired of pouring their “profits” down the drain.

Observing the practices in the winery, Scott noticed the 
constant use of inert gas in preserving wine stored in tanks, 
barrels, and carboys. Apparently, purified carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen and argon were being piped into the containers to 
prevent oxidation. This discovery made him decide to try 
to figure out how to bring the benefits of successful wine 
preservation to the consumer. Countless experiments and 
tests later, Scott was finally able to formulate a mixture of 
inert gases (essentially pure air with no oxygen) that will 
preserve wine inside a bottle that has been uncorked then 
recorked. His mixture of inert gases can successfully preserve 
left-over wine for days and, sometimes, for months and even 
years.

This moment became the turning point in his life. And 
now we have an essential wine accessory that is second in 
importance only to the corkscrew...

PrivatE PrEsErvE
since 1986

Wine Preserver
Judged Most Effective Above

All Other
Wine Preservers by

Decanter Magazine / UK
&

La Revue du Vin de France
and most other

wine authorities world wide.

100 % SAFE  INERT GAS

SKU #: PP
Sold by case of 12 units
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PrivatE FizzErvETM

Carbonation Preserver
By

PrivatE PrEsErvETM

Keep you OPENED Champagne/Sparkling Wine, Beer/Growlers & Soft Drinks Fizzy 

& Fresh with our special formulation of Carbon Dioxide & Nitrogen inert gases that 

displace oxygen, and maintain infused carbonation and prevent your beverage from 

losing carbonation!

Great for:

- Beer (bottled and in growlers)

- Champagne and Sparkling Wines- Soda and Sparkling Water

SKU #: PF
Sold by case of 12 units
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SLA’INTE!TM

By

PrivatE PrEsErvE
Pronounced “Slan Cha”

Gaelic for “Health” & Celtic for “Cheers”!

Sla’inte! was especially formulated to preserve WHISKIES & other fine spirits.
Whiskies like wine do oxidize and oxidation in whiskies and spirits have been 

overlooked for years. Want to find out more? Just Google Whisky/Whiskey 
oxidation.

Use Sla’inte! to preserve your favorite & priceless whiskies from oxygen.

SKU #: PF
Sold by case of 12 units
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Learn how to form your own opinion of the wines you drink

The scent memory is the cornerstone of wine tasting. 

Practice regularly and come back to the aromas you could not identify the day before. Turn it 
into a game. Choose an aroma at random, smell it and concentrate hard (don’t refer to the key 
yet). Try to categorize it, put a name to it, then check. After a few weeks, you will have no problem 
pinpointing, recognizing, and naming the 54 aromas. It doesn’t matter whether you use it with 
family and friends as a game or as an educational tool, once you start using it; you’ll progress very 
quickly.

Learn how to describe the taste of wines yourself

To begin, choose a wine that is fairly characteristic and easily identifiable such as a Sauvignon or 
a Gewurztraminer. You’ll discover the smell of blackcurrant bud in the former and lychee in the 
latter; in fact, you’ll be surprised at how many other scents you will recognize. Now compare 
what you have discovered with the aromas in the collection, then compare that aroma with other, 
similar ones. For instance when you try strawberry, smell the raspberry too, then blackberry and 
bilberry, then rose and lychee etc,.

Wine tasting will no longer seem such a highbrow procedure. Your sense of smell with be more 
finely tuned and you will acquire the essential abilities for appreciating, evaluating and commenting 
on the wines you taste.
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       1 olfactory and
               taste centre
       2 hearing centre
       3 visual centre
       4 olfactory receptor
       5 yellow spot
       6 outer nose
       7 inner nose
       8 tongue

The sense of smell

The sense of smell is the sharpest of our senses 
To date, there is no more sensitive detector than the human nose. No scientific apparatus has the same 
amazing abilities!

Actually, the taster uses both his nose and his mouth to smell because all the elements that are perceived 
via the  nose (the smell of wine in the glass) and via the retro-nasal passage (its aroma on the palate) 
combine and complement one another.

Smelling the wine is the most important part of the wine tasting process and it provides 80% of the 
enjoyment (remember you won’t be able to taste anything at all if you have a cold).
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Testimonials

“In our society there is disease and there are deficiencies. Lack of consideration, of love, of 
recognition are deficiencies that affect the soul. Even worse is our failure to use our senses to the 
full. The inability to see, feel, taste, and touch is a huge handicap. It is a failing that makes people 
feel inadequate, inferior, strangers unto themselves. Jean Lenoir ought to be acknowledged as 
a saviour for giving us the means to identify, recognise and, most importantly, to put a name to 
aromas.”
Jean-Philippe Derenne, Professor of médecine

“What is the point of refining wine-making techniques and increasing the legal arsenal of protections 
of authenticity, if the ultimate beneficiary, the wine drinker, is unable to discern a bad white wine 
from a good cider? Or if he doesn’t understand the range of information provided on the label? 
Capable judgement of wines demands that the senses be trained and developed. To this end, Jean 
Lenoir’s book is particularly useful and instructive.“
Max Léglise, Oenologist, Author of “Une initiation à la dégustation des grands vins”

“... a precious instrument for the education of the sense of smell and the  olfactory memory”
Emile Peynaud,  PhD, Author of “Traité d’œnologie”, “Connaissance et travail  du vin”, 
“Le goût du vin”
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The Nez du Vin provides you with the 
words you need to describe wine.
Trade professionals, sommeliers, the
off-trade and on-trade, lecturers,
university oenological research centres,
catering schools, oenologists, 
winemakers, wine clubs, and hundreds 
of thousands of wine lovers all use the 
Nez du Vin. | 31 
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The author: Jean Lenoir

Jean Lenoir: does he need any introduction? Born in Burgundy, his boundless enthusiasm, his 
accent, and his work are a reflection of his identity. In 1978, he pioneered wine’s début into 
the world of culture as a work of art, thereby putting it on an equal footing with the fine arts. In 
1981, as a result of his research into vocabulary to describe wine, he created the Nez du Vin ®, a 
unique and learned combination of written works and aromas that was an immediate success. Its 
originality astonished experts and amateurs alike.

Jean Lenoir fashioned the Nez duVin
He is acknowledged for his know-how, which is firmly rooted in experience, and a constant focus 
on quality. His scent kit has conquered the world!
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At the heart of Provence

Considerable wine-tasting expertise
The presence of these aromas in wines 
is proven and identified in thousands of 
wines from all over the world, which are 
quoted as references, thanks to the work 
of Jean Lenoir and his team.

The quality of these aromas is 
irreproachable 
Each aroma is the result of in-depth 
analysis, a combination of compounds, 
subtle dosage, an extremely discriminating 
selection designed to produce the right 
aroma that cannot be falsified and will 
remain extremely stable. Practice with 
confidence. These scents are startlingly 
realistic, and they are guaranteed to last 
more than 5 years!

Artisanally Handmade in France - Registered 
international trademark

| 33 
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54
Le Nez du Vin ®
The Master Kit

The reference work by Jean Lenoir for training your sense of smell. Set in a sophisticated red case, 54 superb 
quality aromas come to life in your scent memory for you to recognize in fine wines. 54 index cards explain 
the real link between aromas and wine. A guide book, with its rich illustrations and practical exercises, will 
accompany you in your studies and teach you how to taste wines.

The aromas: lemon • grapefruit • orange • pineapple • banana • lychee • melon • muscat • apple • pear • quince • strawberry • raspberry • redcurrant 
• blackcurrant • bilberry • blackberry • cherry • apricot • peach • almond (kernel) • prune • walnut •  hawthorn • acacia • linden • honey • rose • violet 
•green pepper • mushroom • truffle • yeast • cedar • pine • liquorice • blackcurrant bud • cut hay • thyme • vanilla • cinnamon • clove • pepper • seafron 

• leather • musk • butter • toast • roasted  almond • roasted hazelnut • caramel • coffee • dark chocolate • smoked

Carmine clothbound book box, size 294 x 382 x 55 mm, weight 3.750 kg.
SKU #: 10001001

Make scents of wine! thanks to “Le Nez du Vin”, the learning tool for amateur and professional wine lovers. 
Available in English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Dutch (plus Chinese and Japanese in the 2000 edition format).
Handmade in France.
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THE 54 AROMAS IN THE NEZ DU VIN ®

FRUITY AROMAS:   1  LEMON  •   2  GRAPEFRUIT •   3  ORANGE  •   4  PINEAPPLE   

  5  BANANA • 6  LYCHEE  •   7  MELON  •   8  MUSCAT  •   9  APPLE • 10  PEAR  

11  QUINCE  •  12  STRAWBERRY • 13  RASPBERRY   •   14  REDCURRANT 

15  BLACKCURRANT  •   16  BILBERRY  • 17  BLACKBERRY  •   18  CHERRY  •  19  APRICOT

20  PEACH  •   21  ALMOND  (KERNEL)   •   22  PRUNE  • 23  WALNUT    

FLORAL  AROMAS :   24  HAWTHORN • 25  ACACIA  •   26  L INDEN  •   27  HONEY  •   28  ROSE 

29  VIOLET  •   VEGETAL AROMAS:   30  GREEN PEPPER • 31  MUSHROOM  •   32  TRUFFLE  

33  YEAST  •   34  CEDAR  •  35  PINE •  36  L IQUORICE •  37  BLACKCURRANT BUD 

   38  CUT HAY  •   39  THYME  •   40  VANILLA  •  41 CINNAMON  •   42  CLOVE  •   43  PEPPER  

•  44  SAFFRON   ANIMAL  AROMAS:   45  LEATHER  •   46  MUSK  •  47  BUT TER 

TOASTY AROMAS :   48  TOAST  •  49  ROASTED ALMOND •  50  ROASTED HAZELNUT   

51  CARAMEL  •   52   COFFEE  •  53   DARK CHOCOLATE  •   54   SMOKED 
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24
Le Nez du Vin ®

Duo

24 essential aromas found in red wines and white wines (including champagnes). A general booklet on 
the sense of smell and wine-tasting. 24 illustrated explanations reveal how and in what types of wine these 
key aromas unfold. Various of great wines from all over the world are given as examples.

Plenty to get your nose into!

White wine aromas: lemon • grapefruit • pineaple • lychee • muscat • pear • hawthorn • honey • blackcurrant bud • butter • toast • roasted hazelnut

Red wine aromas: strawberry • raspberry • blackcurrant • blackberry • cherry • violet • green pepper • truffle • liquorice • vanilla • pepper • smoked 

Carmine clothbound book box, size 237 x 305 x 48 mm, weight 1,350 kg.
SKU #: 10001007
Handmade in France.
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12
Le Nez du Vin ®

White Wines and  Champagnes

Focus on the 12 basic aromas found in white wine and Champagne, with an informative booklet 
on the sense of smell and wine-tasting. 12 illustrated texts explain how these key aromas appear 
and  in what  types of wine, with examples among the world’s finest white wines.

The aromas: lemon • grapefruit • pineaple • lychee • muscat • pear • hawthorn • honey • blackcurrant bud • butter • toast • roasted 

hazelnut

Carmine clothbound book box, size 172 x 247 x 35 mm, weight 700 g.
SKU #: 10001004
Handmade in France.
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12
Le Nez du Vin ®

Red Wines

Focus on the 12 basic aromas in red wine, with an informative booklet on the  sense of smell and  wine-
tasting. 12 illustrated texts explain how these key aromas appear and  in which types of wine,  with reference 
to the world’s finest red wines.

The aromas: strawberry • raspberry • blackcurrant • blackberry • cherry • violet • green pepper • truffle • liquorice • vanilla • pepper • smoked

Carmine clothbound book box, size 172 x 247 x 35 mm, weight 700 g.
SKU #: 10001003
Handmade in France.
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12
Le Nez du Vin ®

New Oak

12 of the most representative “oaked” aromas of wine. Some of these scents are naturally 
present in oakwood, while others are generated during the various stages of barrel production. This 
magnificent book unveils this secret.

Essential companion to the 54 aroma edition.

The  aromas  oak • green wood • coconut • clove • vanilla pod • woody-spicy • new leather • pharmaceutical notes • toast • furfural • 

liquorice • smoky

Carmine clothbound book box, size 172 x 247 x 35 mm, weight 750 g.
SKU #: 10002000
Handmade in France.
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12
Le Nez du Vin ®

Faults

Wine’s biggest flaws, and their cause. Can  they be cured or  alleviated?  How to tell immediately if a 
wine is corked, oxidized or shows reduction. The other essential companion to the 54 aroma edition.

Carmine clothbound book box, size 172 x 247 x 35 mm, weight 600 g.

The aromas: vegetal • rotten apple • vinegar • glue • soap • sulphur • rotten egg • onion • cauliflower • horse • mouldy-earthy • cork

Carmine clothbound book box, size 172 x 247 x 35 mm, weight 600 g.
SKU #: 10001002
Handmade in France.
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6
Le Nez du Vin ®
The nose knows

6 major aromas found in wine. Explore and memorize them so as to detect them in the wine you 
taste. A first step towards wine tasting mastery. Smell how easy it is to make progress!

A gift for enthusiastic newcomers to the world of wine.

The aromas: grapefruit • pear • raspberry • blackcurrant • violet • toast

Carmine clothbound book box, size 133 x 90 x 25 mm, weight 186 g.
SKU #: 10001006
Handmade in France.
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Le Nez du Vin ®  is the most original and 

efficient means of educating your scent 

memory. Keep it close to hand, use it 

regularly, inhale the aromas in the scent 

collection, and stoke up your scent 

memory. Admit it, you never even 

realized you knew so much...
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36
Le Nez du Café ®

Passion

Jean Lenoir is back with this small jewel. 36 olfactory musical notes, the most characteristic aromas found 
in the world’s coffees. Limited edition, international design award. An exploration as in-depth as that of 
wine, this is sure to overwhelm coffee-lovers.

The aromas: Earth • Potato • Garden peas • Cucumber • Straw • Cedar • Clove-like • Pepper • Coriander seeds • Vanilla • Tea-roses/Redcurrant jelly • 
Coffee blossom • Coffee pulp • Blackcurrant-like • Lemon • Apricot • Apple • Butter • Honeyed • Leather • Basmati Rice • Toast • Malt • Maple Syrup 
• Caramel • Dark chocolate • Roasted almonds • Roasted peanuts • Roasted hazelnuts • Walnuts • Cooked beef • Smoke • Pipe Tobacco • Roasted 
coffee • Medicinal • Rubber

Glossy wooden case, size 240 x 180 x 110 mm, weight 3,530 kg.
SKU #: 10004003
Limited Edition - 200 made.
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36
Le Nez du Café ®

Revelation

For everyone to have.  36 olfactory musical notes, the most characteristic aromas found in the 
world’s coffees. An exploration as in-depth as that of wine, this is sure to overwhelm coffee-lovers.

The aromas: Earth • Potato • Garden peas • Cucumber • Straw • Cedar • Clove-like • Pepper • Coriander seeds • Vanilla • Tea-roses/
Redcurrant jelly • Coffee blossom • Coffee pulp • Blackcurrant-like • Lemon • Apricot • Apple • Butter • Honeyed • Leather • Basmati Rice • 
Toast • Malt • Maple Syrup • Caramel • Dark chocolate • Roasted almonds • Roasted peanuts •Roasted hazelnuts • Walnuts • Cooked beef 

• Smoke • Pipe Tobacco • Roasted coffee • Medicinal • Rubber

A wooden box, size 260 x 150 x 85 mm, weight 1,850 kg.
SKU #: 10004001
Handmade in France.
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36
Le Nez du Café ®

Revelation

6
Le Nez du Café ®

Temptation

Discover 6 major aromatic notes of coffee. In what types of coffee do they appear?
An introductory course for the growing numbers of coffee lovers.
Your cup of coffee will take on a new dimension.

The aromas: Garden peas • Blackcurrant-like • Butter • Caramel • Roasted peanuts • Roasted coffee

Cardboard box, size 140 x 100 x 30 mm, weight 215 g.
SKU #: 10004002
Handmade in France.
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54 aromas make up the DNA of this marvelous spirit, with floral,
fruity, spicy, toasty, woodsy, vinous, phoenolic, peaty, and marine notes.
The classification is presented in families on an aroma wheel included in the box.

This unique work will take you on an exploration of whiskies from Scotland and other parts of the world, 
through the writings of renowned specialists and superb illustrations.

The aromas: Blackcurrant Bud • Geramium • Honey • Rose • Tabacco leaf • Hay • Green grass • Pineapple • Cherry • Peach • Pear • Apple • Lemon 
• Mandarin • Orange • Pomelo • Dried fig • Walnut • Prune • Oak • Resinous • Sherry • Toasted almond • Toasted hazelnut • Coconut • Caramel • 
Chocolate • Custard • Vanilla • Anise • Cinnamon • Ginger • Herbs • Mint • Nutmeg • Allspice • Black pepper • Liquorice • Earthy • Biscuit • Coffee • 
Toast • Malt • Butter • Leather • Broiled meat • Smoke • Peat • Seaweed • Seashell • Medicinal • Rubber • Tar • Sulfur

Book-object dressed in delicately embossed deep black, with white screen printing. High-quality design.
Size: 31.5 cm x 21 cm x 8 cm. Weight: 3.7 kg.
SKU #: 10003000
Handmade in France.

54
Le Nez du Whisky ®
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Discovering and Mastering 
Single Malt Scotch 

WHISKY

Discovering & Mastering Single Malt Scotch Whisky is a book that takes you on an in-depth educational journey into 
the world of “Single Malt Scotch Whisky.” Both novices and experts alike agree that the format of this book and the 
wealth of knowledge it provides make it one of “the books” every whisky lover should own. Its simplistic approach 

makes it easy for one to immerse oneself in its well-researched facts regardless of one’s level of expertise. At every step, 
you will find helpful tips and references as well as a complete glossary located at the end of the book.

In writing Discovering & Mastering Single Malt Scotch Whisky, Sébastien Gavillet excelled in grouping hundreds of 
invaluable references and arranging them all into one book. So fellow Scotch lovers, mastering the “World of Single 

Malt Scotch Whisky” is just a book away!
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A great companion to the Le Nez du Whisky.
SKU #: 10007000
252 pages. Printed in the USA.




